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"Welcome to Erratic Computers, man I help you?"

"I'm here to see Mike Droop."

"That's 'Duke'."

"Oh, I'm sorry. 'Duke'."

"You may have a chair. It will only be a minute."

"Thank you."

"It should only be a minute."

"Thank you."

"It should only be a minute."

"Thank you."

"It should only be a minute."

"Thank you."

"Hi! I'm Mike Duke, the greatest engineer that ever evolved from primordial slime. And who the hell are you?"

"I am Johnny Iowa, the stupid and unemployed and I have come today to properly grovel before your greatness so that you will give
me a job."

"Come this way. Let's go on a quick tour of Erratic Computers' beautiful new complex located on top of some of the finest land-fill in
Mountain View. In this room we have our in-house computers."

"Wow! There are eight of them! And they'veall got cute names: Dragon, Bugs, Daffy, Moe, Larry, and Curly."

"Dragon is my machine. I am a black belt in Karate and was the M.I.T. dungeon master, class of 1981! Over here is a conference
room named after Marconi. We have others named after Babbage, Boole, Hollerith, and other computer greats. Have a seat
underneath the spotlight over there. These are just restraining straps for your protection. Are they too tight?"



"Uh, no."

"Good. Now design a RISC machine from scratch."

"Well, I guess you'd start will a ..."

"You're an idiot! You left out the macro instruction decode logic! You fool! Don't you understand anything!?"

"Sorry. I didn't think looking up a microcode entry address in a PROM was that big of a deal."

"I see. It shows me how deficient you are a computer professional. Perhaps you could pass a simpler test of logic. Suppose there are
four persons."

"Okay."

"How would you get them all to agree upon the design of a sixth generation machine with 65,536 parallel processors?"

"If you could get four people to agree upon anything, it would be a miracle!"

"You have a very negative attitude. Are you sick? Are you about to have a complete nervous breakdown? Are you having marital
problems. I want to understand you. I want to have a Gestalt feel for you."

"You touch my Gestalt, and it's all over for you, clown! I don't see what any of this has to do with diagnostics."

"Diagnostics! Diagnostics! Diagnostics are a very bad evil!

"Yes, I know, but..."

Diagnostics are a very bad evil!

"Are you alright?"

Diagnostics are a very bad evil!

"Snap out of it, man!"

Diagnostics are a very bad evil! Diagnostics are a very bad evil! Diagnostics are a very bad evil! Diagnostics are a very bad evil!
Diagnostics are a very bad evil! ...

 

 

At a desk in the Kremlin in Moscow in the Soviet Union on planet Earth revolving around the Sun in the Milky Way galaxy of the
Andromeda local cluster within the Kanobi super-cluster of the Universe in the mind of God there sat a computer scientist cursing her
terminal. True, she was connected to the largest network in Russia, but she knew that at this moment somewhere in the United States
there were thousands of programmers using machines light-years beyond the capabilities of even the best that her government could
offer. There had to be a better way. And, since she, Pushka Buttonov, was Commissar of Technological Assessment and
Procurement, it was her task to find it. The Premier was counting on her.

While capitalism can exploit the working class (as those of us who work for a living know so well), communism has a way of sapping
the life-blood of a people to the point that there is no incentive to do anything more than those tasks outlined by the government.
Lacking the drive to compete with better, faster, and shinier products, the Soviet Union had slumped, producing inferior goods. To
make matters worse, the United States had followed a path of all-out spending to produce the S.D.I. canopy. The Soviets had
determined to close the "technology gap", focusing on laser and particle beam guns. In these areas they equaled or even surpassed



the United States, but were stymied when faced with the reality that they could not produce the complex computer systems to control
the guns.

Pushka had to succeed. She had considered all of her options and had agonized until she knew what she had to do.

 

"Honorable Premier, fellow members of the Politburo, today my presentation will focus on the five-year plan of the Office of
Technological Assessment and Procurement, to close what is called in the language of Pravda, "the technology gap." The entire
present members of the Supreme Soviet stood to applaud her as Pushka straightened her speech papers on the podium that stood on
the stage in front of the massive red silhouettes of Lenin and Marx. As the applause subsided, she continued.

"We have analyzed the problem that exists. It is a serious problem that faces us: briefly, we cannot match the Americans in computer
technology! The marketing techniques of the west are strange to us. They thrive upon their class structure: who has a more expensive
car, house, spouse. Proletariat rubbish class system!" The crowd applauded. "Yet, because of this class system, the government has
forbidden the sale of all the products of the high technology giants (Cray, IBM, DEC, Control Data, Plexus, etc.) to the Soviet Union.
Without the technologies of these companies, we will never catch the Americans in any of the areas of computer science from artificial
intelligence to PAC-MAN." Her statement made some of the members of the assembly gasp. "But, we have a plan to procure
functional, yet unmarketable American computer products: class-less machinery. Security measures will not allow me to divuldge the
plan at this time, my fellow comrades, but you can rest assured this equipment will be procured!" She received another standing
ovation as she left the stage and made her way back to her seat. Now all she had to do was find the "class-less machine".

 

 

"Synapse 10th Annual Bankruptcy Picnic Control Central, Deedee Allmen, at your service," perked the voice on the phone. "Are you
making reservations for the July 4th picnic in Fremont?"

Pushka tried her to disguise her accent, "Yes, I knew a Mr. ..." she paused as she quickly looked through a list of names on her desk,
"... John I-OH-HAH."

"Friend of Johnny Iowa, huh? How many tickets will you need?"

"One will be sufficient, thank you."

"What's you're name and where do you want me to send the ticket, honey?"



"Pushka Buttonov, The Kremlin, Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics."

"Okay, its on its way. See you at the picnic!"

"Attention! Attention! All participants in the Beer Guzzling and Three-Legged Race report to the judges' stand next to the bleachers!"
spoke Zarathustra from the growl of an outdoor loud speaker. It was hot and the air was filled with barbeque smoke laden with starter
fluid. It was a perfect day: not a cloud in the blue and brown and green California.

 

"I'm Johnny Iowa. I understand that you told Deedee that we were friends. How come I don't remember who you are?"

"Mr. Iowa, according to your file, there was an office party in June 1985 in which you participated in acts of..."

"Okay, okay, we're friends. Uh, this here's my wife, Suzie Cremecheese, and my two children, Arnold and Sharon."

"How quaint."

"Now, just a minute, Pushy Buttercup! I've had enough of this!"

"Sir, the only thing you have had enough of is beer! I've collect the all data I needed."

In the clear sky above them, the bankruptcy picnic participants could hear the beat of helicopter blades and could see round air-blown
patterns in the grass that indicated where it would land. But no one could see the helicopter - somehow it had been cloaked. Then, as
if from the tale of the Trojan Horse, a sliding helicopter side door appeared in mid-air from which jumped thiry armed Russian soldiers,
who surrounded the gathering. They quickly divided the former employees of the former company from their families and escorted
them into the nothingness surrounding the door. As the door slid shut and the blast from the blades intensified and the roar of its
engines increased, the loved ones stood staring into space, waving good-bye to nothing.

"You must increase your productivity or you will never see your Auntie Em again," Pushka announced from her supervisor's platform
overlooking the makeshift computer lab. The room had once been the secret Kremlin basement hiding place of Nikita Krushchev who
would steal away in the night and think the great thoughts only he could think. "We will bury you" was an old favorite, along with "Oh,
yeah, Kennedy? Well, you may think those are missiles, but in fact they are giant cigar advertising props for the Cubans."
Occasionally he would take off his shoes and bang them on the floor whenever a real deep thought would hit him.

"We're doing the best we can, Ms. Buttonov," replied George Frankenstein, leader of the restoration project. "It's been ten years, and
a lot of us have had our technological growth stunted by UNIX! We need more time and patience. We need extra 68080's and more
card cages, and these cast iron keyboard have got to go, too. The installation of the remote systems is just about complete. We will be
ready to test in two weeks.



"... Well, grandson, that was a long time ago! The Russians forced them to put the new Synapse system on line. When it was turned
on, it was detected by Norad at Cheyenne Mountain and the United States launched a first-strike. In a way, those brave Americans
from Synapse saved us from the Russians. They were all six feet below ground-zero at the Kremlin when it was vaporized!"

"But, Grampah Iowa, you were in Russian, too! How'd you get out alive?"

"Well, I was installing the last system in an underground salt mine in Siberia. It had a head crash (that was back in the days before
bubble memory replaced disk technology) and I replaced the heads. When I was running disk diagnostics, the entrance to the mine
caved in from the nuclear holocaust going on outside. If I hadn't been running diagnostics then, I wouldn't be talking to you now."

"Gee, Grampah, then diagnostics saved you?"

"No, grandson. Everybody knows that diagnostics are a very bad evil..."

 

 

There is not much to say at that point in the project when expectations are tempered with reality and a scapegoeat is sought.
Marketing will blame Engineering, Engineering will blame Software, Software will blame Sales. It is then that a Diagnostic Manager is
recruited to provide top management with an animal to lay hands upon.

"Johnny Iowa here to see Mr. Munster."



"Please be seated and fill out this employment application. What position are you applying for?"

"Diagnostic Engineer - First Class."

"I see. Mr. Munster will be here shortly."

"Just how did EXLAXI get its name? What does EXLAXI mean?"

"Whatever you want it to mean..."

"Bill Munster here. Glad to meet you Mr. Iowa. Let's walk over to my cubicle. Everyone here at EXLAXI has a cubicle - it keeps
everyone feeling equal. Even our president, Joe Ratso has a cube. Would you care for some coffee?"

"No, thank you."

"Have a seat. Tell me, you are applying for the diagnostic engineer position. Have you considered management?"

"Yes, I did that at Calmanure. That was enough management for me."

"Heh - heh. Well, I'm sure we can change your mind. First we need to talk. Tell me, what is a diagnostic?"

"Diagnostics are many things to many people..."

"Ralph?"

"Hunnnnhhhhhhh?"

"Ralph, this is Johnny Iowa. He's applying of the diagnostic manager's position. Mr. Iowa, Ralph Kuksok."

"Hello."

"Rabble babble jabble mabble."

"Pardon me?"

"Horgus morgus smorgus borgus."

"Bill, what's he saying?"

"You'll have to overlook Ralph's behavior - he hasn't been the same since his $6.25-a- share stocks opened at $1.15. He has his good
days, too. At times he can almost act human."

"I see..."

"This is Marvin Rowdy and Will Liefson. Will is the production manager and Marvin's done most of the work on diagnostics so far. Mr.
Iowa is applying for the diagnostic manager's job."

"Glad to me both of you."

"Kid, a nice guy like you doesn't want the diagnostic manager's job. Right, Marvin?"

"Will's right. Our advice to you is to catch the next stage headed east..."

"Mr. Munster, I like you and everthing I've seen here at EXLAXI; but, when do these interviews end? You've kept me here nine days
now and I've talked to just about everyone in the company. When can I go home?"

"Heh - heh. There's just one more person left: the Director of Engineering, Dr. Balasubterranean Kubar."

"Welcome, welcome to my humble cube, humble humble cube."

"Thank you, thank you."

"I see by your résumé that you are claiming to be assuming to be knowing dihognosteeks - dihognosteekssssss..."

"Yeah, I guess so. If you put it that way."

"Dihognosteeks are software. Yes? Dihognosteekssssss..."

"Yes."

"Dihognosteeks are hardware. No? Dihognosteekssssss..."

"No, uh yes, uh, well, sort of."

"Dihognosteeks are not necessary. Yes? Dihognosteekssssss..."

"Yes."

"Dihognosteeks is your mantra - dihognosteekssssss..."

"Diagnostics."

"Dihognosteeks are your future - dihognosteekssssss..."



"Diagnostics."

"Dihognosteeks are your past - dihognosteekssssss..."

"Diagnostics."

"Dihognosteeks are a very bad evil - dihognosteekssss..."

"Diagnostics are a very bad evil."

"Dihognosteeks are a very bad evil - dihognosteekssss..."

"Diagnostics are a very bad evil."

 

Johnny Iowa Works for

by Buck Wheat

The Space Shuttle Challenger disaster was a terrible waste that could have been avoided with some simple technology. That was the
inspiration for this story, another of the adventures of Johnny Iowa.

"… I'm sorry, Mr. Iowa, but you are too stupid for this line of work. Thank you for applying."



"But..."

"… I'm sorry, Mr. Iowa, but you are overqualified for this line of work. Thank you for applying."

"But..."

"... I'm sorry, Mr. Iowa, but you are ridiculously under-qualified for this line of work. Thank you for applying."

"But…"

"… I'm sorry, Mr. Iowa, but you are too fat for this line of work. We want you to present the proper image to the walls of your cubicle.
Thank you for applying."

"Buttf..."

"My career in 'puters is over. I need a gun!"

"No you don't," yelled Susie Cremecheze. "Maybe you need to look somewhere else."

"Maybe so..."

"Welcome aboard, Mr. Iowa. How are you adjusting to Florida?"

"Oh, pretty good. I didn't know the mosquitoes would be this thick."

"Yeah, heh-heh."

"Well, let me show you to your cubicle, and you can get started. Your supervisor should be in shortly to give you your first
assignment."

"Thank you."

"Buzz Baldrian, your supervisor."

"Johnny Iowa. Glad we finally got to meet, Mr. Baldrian. What's my first assignment?"

"We need some real-time ABU monitoring diagnostics."

"ABU?"

"Auxiliary Booster Unit. They are the two solid-fuel rockets on either the side of the shuttle's external fuel tank."

"Let me write that down. Real-time auxiliary booster unit diagnostics."

"That's right. We want you to write them in BASIC."

"BASIC. Got it."

"Right. And to graphically display the ABU statuses on and OBPC."

"OBPC?"



"On-Board PC."

"Ah. Graphically display ABU statuses on OBPC."

"Right. Here's a ticket to Porkbarrel, Idaho. You'll be contacting a Mr. Brad Mooner, he's an engineer there are Morton-Thiokol, the
ABU prime contractor. Good luck, Mr. Iowa."

"Thank you."

"Mr. Iowa, don't tell us how to design rocket boosters! We are the experts. We control the horizontal! We control the vertical! We can
launch the shuttle safely every time, or blast it to crystal clarity! Read the spec, Mr. Iowa! Read the spec! Read the spec..."

Later, back in a cubicle at the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Florida:

 

Meanwhile, back in another cubicle at Mission Control in Houston, Texas:

 

"Ladies and gentlemen, we are waiting for final countdown on this launch of the shuttle Enterprise. The Enterprise was taken out of
mothballs and retro-fitted with all-new-high-tech-state-of-the-art-leading-edge disaster-sensing equipment. Launch Control confirms



that the computers are on and the crew is making final preparation for launch. Let's listen in on the conversation..."

"Ah-roger, Enterprise. You're go for main rocket diagnostic start."

"Ah-roger, Control, main rocket diagnostic start. Ah-Control, what's the name of the diagnostic?"

"Ah-roger, Enterprise. Type in: M-R-D-I-A-G and press return."

"Ah-roger, Control, M-R-D-I-A-G, return. It says, 'SYSTEM GOOD'."

"Ah-roger, Enterprise. You're go for auxiliary booster o-ring test diagnostics. Type in: A-B-O-R-T and hit return.

"Ah-roger, A-B-O-R-T... ah-Control, are you sure? I isn't that another command?"

"Ah-roger, Enterprise. I'm just telling you what the documentation says."

"A-OK, Control."

"Ladies and gentlemen, something has gone wrong, the crew was entering instructions for the auxiliary booster rocket monitoring
software when the crew cabin ejection system launched the crew cabin 2000 feet into the air and deployed the large parachutes that
safely landed them on the beach. NASA officials saying that an investigation into the cause of this embarrassment will be forthcoming.
This is Tom Brokawroad, Cape Canaveral."

"Welcome to this Senate Subcommittee hearing on the 'Purposes of Diagnostics for Space Travel', Mr. Iowa. Are you comfortable?"

"Ah, yes, Senator, ah, I'm fine."

"We would like to know how you could possibly have done what you have done. You have disgraced NASA, you have disgraced your
country, and most importantly of all: you have disgraced Mr. Reagan."

"Not that! There is only one thing I can think of."

"What is that, Mr. Iowa?"

"Diagnosticssssss..."

"Pardon?"

"Diagnosticssssss..."

"Yes?"

"Diagnosticssssss..."

"Come on, man, spit it out!"

"Diagnostics are a very bad evil!"

"Diagnostics are a very bad evil!?"

"Yes! Diagnostics are a very bad evil!"

 



'Twas the Night Before Christmas...

by Buck Wheat

... and all through the Norpolcorp corporate conference room all eyes were fixed on the speaker making her presentation.

"Now, I would like to call your attention to the transparency you see on the center screen. You will find it on page 37 in your packet.
This chart shows the previous six years of present production, from the founding of Norpolcorp to a projection of present present
production. Note the wide divergence of present demand and production over the six years. At the time of Norpolcorp's successful
takeover of Clausco, present production exceeded demand by almost a two-to-one ratio. I am happy to report that present present
production will exceed demand by only a .002 percent margin. Yes, Mr. Koober?"

"Mz. Maltomeal, how can such a drastic improvement in performance be explained?"

"I was getting to that. In the first year, following an extensive review of Clausco policies and procedures, it was felt (and history
proves) that robotics could halve present production times. Prior to this time, present production was carried out by hand in a small
workshop utilizing mutant dwarfs. The review board decided it was cruel to force this minority to work under such conditions, and
approved the reduction in work force. The mutant dwarfs enjoyed a generous severance package and are now eligible for federal
assistance. The next transparency illustrates another area of performance enhancement: our delivery system. Yes, Mr. Koober?"

"Mz. Maltomeal, perhaps you could compare the old system to the new system."

"I was getting to that. Two years ago we switched our present delivery system to our present system. Originally present delivery was
performed by a single deliveryman using archaic transportation. His vehicle developed roughly eight horsepower and took
approximately 24 hours to complete the delivery cycle. Present present delivery is divided into continental distribution points that
receive their allotment by air express, from there our crack crew of delivery persons complete the delvery cycle. The time from start to
finish: absolutely, positively, no more than 1.5 hours. The deliveryman, the former president and C.E.O. of Clausco, received a
generous bonus in addition to his life-time salary and position on the board of Norpolcorp directors. He now resides in the Bahamas.
His reindeer are sheltered at the Norpolcorp corporate theme park. Yes, Mr. Koober?"

"Mz. Maltomeal, what, in your opinion, is the reason for our success?"

"I was getting to that. All of our improvements in efficiency, in cost reduction, and production increase, can be credited to the
installation 6 years ago of our Synapse TS1 computer. TS1 controls the entire operation from present demand projections, to present
design, to robot control on the production and packaging lines, to flight and delivery van scheduling. All remote Norpolcorp terminals
are tied into TS1, every aspect of Norpolcorp business is conducted under the watchful CCD's of TS1. And this year will be even
better as we prepare for tomorrow's commericial holy day, Christmas. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. Are there any questions?
Yes, Mr. Zappa?"

"Ma'am, why is that red phone in the corner blinking?"

"That is our TS1 trouble hotline. Pardon me while I find our what's wrong. Generally it's only a tape that needs changing. Hello? Yes,
this is Maltomeal. What?! How?! Can it be fixed?! Get a repair person out here right away!"

"Is it bad?"

"TS1 has crashed and they can't get it restarted. The last thing printed on the system console was, 'Whoa, Big Hippo!'"



"Boy, it's cold out there! Is this the Norpolcorp main lobby?"

"Yes, may I help you?"

"Yes, I'm Johnny Iowa, Synapse Field Service. I came to look at your computer."

"Oh yes, you're expected. Sign in here for your badge."

"Thank you."

"Mr. Iowa? I'm Jimpo Koober, V.P. of Marketing. The machine is this way. How soon will it be fixed?"

"Well, that depends on how broke it is."

"It has to be back on-line in 3 hours or all of those little children will go without their presents this year. It's down this hallway to the
right. Do you think it will take you long?"

"I don't know. It could be that all I have to do is replace a fuse or reset a circuit breaker. Then again, it could be burned out
somewhere - that could take a week."

"A week? A week? One whole week? Who's your supervisor?"

"Did I say a week? I meant an hour or two. Heh-heh, stupid me."

"An hour or less? That's more like it. The machine is at the end of this hall. I certainly hope you find out what's wrong. Jeanny?"

"Yes, Mr. Koober?"

"This is Johnny Iowa, from Synapse. Jeanny is our computer operator. I'll check back with you in an hour."

"Thank you. Okay, tell me what happened."

"First the user disk cabinet shook violently. Then I could hear a rasping noise that lasted several minutes. This was followed by flames
and black smoke that filled the room."

"Did you turn it off?"

"I didn't think it was that serious."

"I see. Tell me, how are the disks laid out here?"

"These are the system disks, here are user disks, and here are the data base and mirror disks."

"Okay, we'll start by running some diagnostics..."

"Koober, I wish you would stop interrupting me when I'm giving a presentation."

"Yes, Mz. Maltomeal. I was just..."

"Never mind that now. What we need is a contingency plan for this evening's delivery. I realize that it would be slow, but we could fly
Mr. Claus up from the Bahamas and prepare his sleigh in the time remaining before the deadline."

"The Synapse field engineer assured me he would have it up and running in 20 to 30 minutes."

"Good. But, just in case, get Mr. Claus on the horn. I want him ready to go if there are any foul-ups."

"Hell no, I'm not flying up there. I like it right here. Besides, you were the ones who wanted to replace me with automation. I worked
my tail off for nearly 2000 years and all I got was a wham-bam-thank-you-Santa. I hope you get that pile of junk running. But if you
don't - don't come crying to me. That's right. The same to you! Good bye! I tell you, the nerve of some people."

"Don't let it get you down, dear. Here. Have a plate of chocolate chip cookies and a glass of milk."

"This is what I miss the most - chocolate chip..."

"The machine is running, Koober?"



"Yes, Mz. Maltomeal. Mr. Iowa got it going. He's outside the door."

"Well, Koober, tell him to come in. Congratulations, Mr. Iowa."

"Well, heh-heh, I wouldn't get too excited yet. It's going to be about 8 hours before you can use TS1 again."

"Why?"

"Well, heh-heh, I accidently ran disk diagnostics on your data base disk packs - they have to be restored."

"What?!"

"You'll be happy to know that the diagnostic uncovered no errors on those packs."

"What?!"

"But the data was backed up - you owe a lot to your operator."

"You blithering idiot!"

"Sorry, Ma'am."

"Where does that leave us now? You moron!"

"Sorry, Ma'am."

"This is all your fault! Do you know what this means to Norpolcorp? Do you know what it means to my career? I went against the tide
and fought for automation. They said it would backfire. They said I would fail."

"Sorry, Ma'am."

"But I proved them wrong; and now for the first time since we automated, we are going to miss a delivery. Unless..."

"I'm really sorry, Mz. Maltomeal. This is probably going to cost me my job. I'd do anything to make it up to you."

"Mr. Iowa, how much do you weigh?"

... he was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf,
And I laughed when I saw him, in spite of myself.

A wink of his eye and a twist of his head,
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.

He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,
And filled all the stockings; then turned with a jerk.

And laying his finger aside of his nose,
And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose.

He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a whistle, 
And away they all flew like the down of a thistle; 
But I heard him exclaim ere he drove out of sight:

The End

 

 



Big D was the nephew of one of the founders of a company I worked for in the Sacramento
area. He had just graduated with a BSEE from Texas A & M and, like a typical 22 year-old Aggie he knew everything about
everything, or so he thought. He may have understood a little something about hardware, but he didn't have a clue about the software
development process or management.

Of course, the upper management of the company made him a software manager. Nepotism: the great enemy of the start-up
company.

Big D's people skills were abysmal. He had the finesse of the proverbial bull in a china shop. I once had a professor who described
the two (it's always two) types of people that make up the world: one group floats through life like a raft on a river, following the river's
path wherever it may lead; the other group stomps through life in combat boots, over and through the hills and valleys and rocks and
trees like a tank.

Big D was definitely in the latter group. Whenever I would do anything that he didn't approve of, Big D would employ his pet phrase:
"now a normal manager would have...", rather than come right out and say what he didn't like. One thing he really didn't like was when
I responded to his pet phrase with, "Well, I guess I'm lucky that you're an abnormal manager."

Big D was very cavalier about software product release levels and had his own idea how a release directory tree should be structured.
I thought at first that he implemented it to provide himself with job security, now I understand why he did it the way that he did it: he
was incompetent. At one time the were 4 releases of revision 3.2 of the product and instead of giving them another revision sub-level
(3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4) like most software development companies, Big D had 32C which was really 32B for TellLab and it
resided in the 32A directory along with 32A, 32B, and 32fix which contained bug fixes for ... oh, who the hell knows? Then there was
another version of 3.2 for Sprint named 33s - somehow it made it into its own directory. It was a complete mess and inspired one of
my co-workers to write the following song.

Where is NetExpert?
(To the tune of "I am the Walrus" by the Beatles)

32C
Is 32B
In 32A.
In 32C is Tellab.
I will build NetExpert now and see
Just how its runs.
I'm crying.

Modulistic core dumps
Dotting the directories.
32C resides in...
32A resides in...
32fix resides in...
33s resides in... hell, I don't know.
I'm crying - I'm crying.
I'm crying - I'm cry-ing.

I am an egghead - woo! 
You are an egghead - woo! 
Where is NetExpert? 
Koo koo kajoob?

Put it under ClearCase - 
Slow it down to just a crawl. 
Gomer's pumping e-mail. 
Goober's merging branches. 
Oh how much I wish I really knew for sure 
Just how it runs. 
I'm crying.

I'll attend a meeting. 
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Then I'll know what's going on. 
Wait a minute here, I'm 
Hearing things in here 
That sound just like that stupid e-mail 
That Gomer sent. 
I'm crying - I'm crying. 
I'm crying - I'm cry-ing.

Sitting in my cube and waiting, 
Waiting for the build to quit. 
If the build won't work, 
We get our kicks by 
Smurfing on the world wide web.
I am an egghead - woo! 
You are an egghead - woo! 
Where is NetExpert? 
Koo koo kajoob koo koo kajoob! 
Koo koo kajoob koo koo kajoob kajoob! 
Joob joob joob! 
Koo kajoob! 
Koo kajoob! (Fade away)

Eventually Big D moved to the Silicon Valley and became a big-shot at Cisco. I am amazed that the Internet still works.

 

Sven at Work
A Christmas Tale by Buck Wheat

Sven bar Sven swept the wood floors of Bethlehem's Hanukah Inn, trying to keep pace with the flood of people who had returned to
their hometown for the Census. The Roman Emperor Caesar Augustus had ordered all of the citizens of  Israel to be counted so he
could keep better track of them. Israelites from all over the region were returning to the cities where their families had originated and
Bethlehem was no exception.

This meant one thing for Sven, a big mess for him to clean up - a lot of trouble.

Obviously those who lived close to Bethlehem arrived first. The number of donkeys and camels (the primary mode of transportation)
had grown and grown all day. Sven had carried cart after cart of dung to the municipal dung heap just outside the city limits.

"Uff dah," Sven said to himself as he shoveled the latest load from the his dung cart, "Der doong pile is really beginnoong to stoonk.
Dis shoor is a lot uff troouble."

---

Sven was a barbarian from the far northern edge of the Roman Empire. During a battle for conquest of his homeland, Sven had
served his king as a berserker. A berserker would dress with an animal hide tied around his waist and his face and body painted with
war paint (in later history the berserkers' legacy would be carried on by Oakland Raider and Cleveland Brown football fans). He would
then be sent out ahead of the barbarian troops armed only with an axe which he would swing wildly while screaming at the top of his
lungs.

Generally this would scare the bejeezus out of the enemy and they would flee, but the not the Roman army. They captured Sven and
brought him to their newly occupied territory of Judea. Since there wasn't much of a demand for berserkers in Bethlehem, Sven beat
his sword into a mop and started his career as a janitor.

---



The sun descended in the west and the influx of people began to diminish as those from the outlying regions arrived. Those who had
family in Bethlehem stayed with them and the rest got rooms at the Hanukah Inn. All of the rooms of the inn were filling up with people
and the stable was filling up with the inn's cattle, sheep, horses, donkeys, dogs and cats, and the donkeys and camels of the visitors.

Sven wiped his brow as he finished bringing straw and hay from the hay barn to the stable - about 30 bales of straw for bedding and
about 10 bales of hay for fodder.  His day was just about over - he thought.

"Yumpin' yiminee, am I pooped," he thought as he headed to the Hanukah Inn lobby, "Dis shoor is a lot uff troouble."

"Sven!" shouted his boss, Isaac bar Jonah, "Come over here."

"Yah, shoor, booss. Vhat doo yoo vant?"

"There's a problem. If we have any late arrivals, we don't have any rooms left for them. Is there any free space out there in the
stable?"

"Yah, shoor. Dere is soome space oout in der stabool."

"Well see what you can do with it and let me know when it's ready."

"Yah, shoor." Sven went back to the stable and brought in some more straw, arranging the bales as makeshift beds for some
unfortunate guests. "Dis shoor is a lot uff troouble."

---

After preparing the stable for late arrivals, Sven went outside to smoke his pipe and gaze at the night sky. He looked to the east and
noticed a very bright star about 5 fists above the horizon. At first he thought it was the evening star, but it couldn't be because the
evening star always appeared in the west and set shortly after sundown. Sven sat down near the hay barn looked at the stars and fell
asleep.

He was awakened by his boss, Isaac. "Sven, there's a young girl in the stable who's gone into labor. Run and get Sarah the midwife
and bring her here."

"Yah, shoor." Sven girded up his loins and ran through the streets of Bethlehem to a small clay house where Sarah the midwife lived.
He knocked on the door. No answer. He knocked again. Nothing. Then, using his berserker skills, Sven started banging on the door
and yelling at the top of his lungs, "Helloo! Sarah! Helloo! Vake oop! Vake oop!" Then he yelled something unintelligible -  oil lamps
started appearing in the windows of the surroundings houses and finally in Sarah's window.

"Who is it?" Sarah asked, brandishing a shofar (ram's horn) as a weapon.

"It's me, Sven bar Sven. Yoo haff to coome qvick. A goorl is haffing a baby!"

"Who?" Sarah wasn't aware that any Bethlehem resident was expecting now.

"A visitoor at der Hanookah Inn. "

"Why do they always wait until midnight?" Sarah replied. "This sure is a lot of trouble."

Sarah grabbed her goatskin birthing bag and followed Sven back to the Hanukah Inn. Sven pointed her toward the stable and headed
towards his room. Exhausted, he fell into bed and fast asleep.

---

An hour later Sven was awakened by the bleating of sheep outside his window. He dragged himself out of bed and went out to see
what all of the commotion was. There was a group of local shepherds along with about 200 sheep. The shepherds were asking where
a baby had been born recently.

"Dere iss diss goorl in der stabool..."

"Thanks, friend," one of the shepherds said to Sven. "Could you corral our flocks for us until we're done here?"

"Yumpin' yiminee! Vhat der heck is gooing oon aroound here!" Sven replied and reluctantly  herded the bleating sheep into a fenced
area near the hay barn. He fed them and laid straw down for them to sleep on. It took about two hours to secure the sheep. As he
lumbered back to his bed he noticed that the star he had seen earlier was now directly overhead. "Dis shoor is a lot uff troouble," he
thought.

Sven fell into a deep sleep and began to dream. He dreamt that he saw a brilliant light and heard a voice telling him that three kings
from the orient were on their way to visit the child who had just been born. In the dream each of the kings held in their hands gifts for
the young child. One king held a chest with gold coins, another a box of pure frankincense, the third a container of myrrh. All three
looked toward the sky and pointed at the bright star; and as they mounted their camels for the trip to see the newborn, Sven heard
songs coming from a large choir in the background.

Sven realized that when they arrived he would have more work to do. And even though he knew it would be a lot of trouble, he felt
peace.

---

Sven was awakened by Isaac the inn keeper, "Sven. Wake up. You've got some more work to do."

"Iss it three camools from der east?"

"No, Sven, it's eight reindeer up on the roof."



 

HO! HO! HO!
A Christmas Tale by Buck Wheat

"In the audience tuhnight is Wendy Richter, Winner of the All Girls World Champeenship Muuhhhd Wrestlin' Tournanment. And, after
the national anthem, it'll be time for Big Foot to come on out to the center track hyar at the Cow Palace to crunch some cars..."

 

"Santa! Santa Claus! Stop watching that nonsense and come to supper!"

 

"Yes, Mother," said Santa Claus as he got up from his chair, threw another log on the fire, and made his way into the kitchen.

 

"How many toys did you make today, Poppa?" asked Mrs. Claus as she ladled out a large bowl of steaming, spicy hot chili.

 

"Plenty. Dolls up 18% over last year's production, Rambo Doll with nuclear accessories should be a big hit this year. Spreadsheet
projections indicate upsurge in market for domestic robot-teddy of at least 45% by third quarter fiscal year 1986, given the positive
reaction on Wall Street to mechanized transaction software runs with worst case parameters."

 

"Don't talk money at the table, dear. You know it irritates your gallstone."

 

"I'm sorry, I've been watching too much TV that's been coming from the U.S. lately. You know, I wonder about those people
sometimes. Their appetite for entertainment is never sated. They've turned me into a god with no limitations who watches over them
day and night punishing those who shout, cry, or pout with lumps of coal. They think I know who's naughty and nice. I'm still just jolly
old Saint Nicholas, but, to them, I am Ubermench."

 

"Don't let it get you down, dear."

 

"It was much nicer two to three hundred years ago when they hadn't gotten into electronics. The elves have had to attend night
classes to keep on the cutting edge of technology. But we've geared up. This year the elf union installed robots that do most of the
packaging. They also installed a Reindeer-Assist Jet Engine on the sleigh. Rudolph is getting up there you know, he's almost as old
as Gene Autry."

 



"Claus to tower. Claus to tower! Request clearance for take-off on runway two-niner."

"Roger SC-210-heavy. Begin taxi to two-niner."

"Roger." Santa Claus grabbed his whip, cracked the biting cold air at the North Pole International Airport, and shouted, "On Dasher!
On Dancer! On Donder and Blitzen! On Comet! On Cupid! On Prancer and Rudolph and what ever your name is up there!" The
reindeer guided the sleigh toward the end of the runway. As they halted, waiting for further instructions from the tower, a 747 came
shrieking through the light snowfall.

"You're cleared for take-off SC-210-heavy."

"No, Santa, our printout says here that Bobby gets a lump of coal," said Emile the elf as he packed the bag full of the proper toys for
the children of the house upon whose roof the sleigh rested.

"Oh come on, what did he do that was so bad? He didn't hijack an airliner, did he?"

"No."

"Then give him a Rambo doll, and help me out of the sleigh."

Emile assisted Santa Claus onto the roof and helped him toward the chimney. Placing one boot, then the other into the sooty opening,
Santa grabbed the toy bag and slithered down the chimney, landing in the fireplace below. There was the Christmas tree standing in
the dark in the corner of the living room. Santa quickly went to the tree and deposited the toys for the children. In the corner opposite
the tree, a table lamp had been left on. Underneath the lamp was a plate of cookies and a glass of cold milk.

"Alright! Chocolate chip, my favorite!" Santa chortled as he stuffed the cookies in his mouth and guzzled the milk. "I always get
indigestion on this night because of the rush." He made his way back to the fireplace, placed his finger on his nose, and up the
chimney he went.

"How many more, Emile?"

"Well, Santa, we're done with the eastern hemisphere."

"Take us over the Atlantic, Emile. And use the jet engine, we're running late."



The S.D.I. satellite detected engine heat. It analyzed the spectrum of the exhaust: air-breather, 80% probability it is a sea-based
I.C.B.M. The small micro-jets rotated the tethered ion beam generator into position. A burst of high- energy left the satellite, headed
for its target.

The End

 

El Niño
by Buck Wheat

"... and so my fellow Americans, it is my duty as your President to lead the assault against the deadly El Niño. We as a nation and as
a world united shall push back and nullify the effects of this phenomenon. We shall leave this legacy for our children: that we did not
shrink back when called upon to fight against nature."



 

President Bill Clinton received a round of applause from the crowd that had paid $10,000-a-plate campaign donations to
listen to his speech before the IBJE (International Brotherhood of Janitorial Engineers) convention in Washington D.C.
During the speech the President revealed the legislation he was going to introduce to Congress that would provide janitorial
engineers throughout the nation the entitlements due them. Government subsides would be set up to allow janitors to
purchase mops and buckets at half price and toilet plungers at wholesale.

Yet, with all of the emphasis on the new rights of janitors, the menacing El Niño was always in the back of everyone's mind.

---

 

When mapping the observed sea surface temperature averages, the scientists at NOAA (National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration) produced the map to the left. It didn't seem too alarming. It appeared to be a band of uniformly
warm water spreading across the Pacific Ocean from the Philippines to Mexico.



 

But, when the temperature anomaly (the difference from normal temperatures for this time of year) was mapped, a whole new picture
emerged. It was El Niño (the Christ child). And, although it had been a regular occurrence for the several million (or billion) years that
the Earth had been around, weather experts were convinced that this time it would bring about the end of all life on the planet. These
same people couldn't predict the weather correctly three days in advance, but when it came to El Niño, they knew they were right.

 

 

And everyone listened and the "Stop El Niño in its Tracks Act" passed both houses of Congress and was signed by President William
Jefferson Clinton. The bill provided funding for a contract to stop and reverse the effects El Niño.

And so the request for bids to challenge the forces of the Earth went out to contractors throughout the United States.

Few companies thought the plan was feasible. Only a handful bid on the contract, and only one company had a bid half that of the
nearest competitor. This company saw the fight against El Niño as a plumbing problem on a grand scale. That company was BSI, the
Bergen Sanitation Institute of Folsom, California.

---

BSI Salesman Dandy Lion had promised the government the El Niño project would be finished in four weeks from the signing of the
contract. A week later at BSI, the project design team, led by Distinguished Janitor Allmakt Forbinde produced the plan to halt the
progress of El Niño and send it packing forever.



 

"Ve think there is a drain out there in der ocean," explained Allmakt. "All uff der splish-splash that der ocean does cloogs up der drain
from time to time. All ve haff to do is to uncloog it."

Everyone at BSI was very happy with the plan.

So was the President. And when it was time to roll out the giant plunger from its hanger in Folsom, the President made a special trip
to address the workers of BSI.

"I just want to thank each and every one of you that has contributed to this project. Together we are going to turn back El Niño and
guarantee a future for the children."

The crowd applauded as the hanger doors opened to reveal the largest toilet plunger known to mankind.

The President and First Lady watched and applauded as the plunger was transported over Folsom by a fleet of helicopters.

 



The plunger was flown to the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Mexico and lowered into the water until it rested on the bottom above the
ocean drain. An oil drilling platform was erected above the plunger and an oil well pump moved the plunger up and down until the
drain was cleared.

All the Earth rejoiced. El Niño had been conquered, never to torment mankind again.

President Clinton's approval rating soared to 98%. All congressional investigations into his land and campaign money problems were
dropped.

Dandy Lion received a $12,000,000 commission.

Allmakt Forbinde's cubicle was expanded by one foot and he received half of the $300 bonus he had been promised.

The End

 

 

"I think I see the shuttle cruiser," the hooded figure stated, huddled over a portable radar console, peering at a blip moving toward her
and her companion.

"It's about time he returned. He's been gone for two months. Let's get back to the camp and find out what he's discovered." She
packed up the radar console and placed it in his toolbag. Checking the surrounding area visually for danger, they carefully made their
way down through the rocky crags of the foothills and into a small wooded valley. Passing through the dark and dense forest growth,
they finally arrived at their base camp.

As they approached a clearing in the center of the woods, the outline of a star cruiser became more and more apparent through the



camoflage on the northern corner of the clearing. To the west were several rows of tents, occupied with the wounded.

"Halt! Who goes there?" shouted a guard posted on the outer perimeter of the camp.

"Halt! Who goes there?" repeated the guard, suspiciously lowering a javelin at Bill Torque and Mio from Rio.

---

"We will be landing in approximately two hours, Mr. Hack," Mr. Robotto said to his passenger as he guided the shuttle cruiser through
the maze of rock defining the cliffs of a deep canyon.

"I'm a might grateful to ya, Mr. Machine," responded Mad Hack weakly as he rested in the contoured body chair. "I thought I was a
goner. Tell me, where did you come from."

"I am assuming that you wish me to tell you where I have come from recently, not where I was created."

"No, tell me the whole story."

"I successfully completed an entire set of diagnostics, which for an intelligent machine is equivalent to human birth, on June 22, 1985
at the Fedatcorp Robotics Plant in Milpitas, Calfornia. I was conceived by Dr. Balasubterranean Kubar, master computer scientist and
amateur gourmet. I was programmed by Mr. H. Acker, who was known as 'Harry'. My first task in life was domestic service and I was
the first robot to successfully vacuum a rug and mow a lawn. I was the only one of my kind until 'the Merge'..."

"'The Merge'?" asked Hack sitting up with interest.

"It was a point in human history when all of the corporations in the free world were merged into one colossus: Gigacorp. It was then
that the GK series was released, patterned after my design. It was at the Gigacorp complex that I became the laboratory assitant of
Dr. Kubar. Dr. Kubar then got involved in Reagatron radiation experimentation which affected his personality to the point that my
programming would not allow me to allow him to continue. I subjected Dr. Kubar to his own invention and was labeled a renegade
machine. To this day I am a fugitive and corp-criminal.

"I was fortunate to meet two human beings who helped me to escape. We made our way to a space port where we signed on as the
crew for a cargo starship."

"Sounds like my kind of excitement," Hack responded, "I love excitement." He coughed and fell back in his seat.

"We were in route to the fourth planet of Barnard's Star when we encountered a disturbance in the time-space continuum, that
stranded us on an uncharted planet. As we were about to be destroyed by the malevolent Gigacorp Company Police, known as
Compol, we were rescued by the Interstellar Merchant Marines and supplied with a new starship. As we again began our journey, we
encountered Compol Destroyer Star Cruisers and were forced to..."

Mr. Robotto was interrupted by data coming from the cruiser's external sensors.

"It appears we must do battle," Robotto spoke calmly.

Mad Hack lept out of his seat, "BATTLLLLLLLLLE!!!!!!"

 

The signs in the forest were clear - two broken twigs hanging from the young pine at the third fork of the doe's pathway: paleskin on
the way! Red Planet turned and ran through the field of thorns surrounding his tribe's camp. He whistled like a chickadee - the sound
of alert for the warriors of the camp. Weapons were produced and positions taken.

The buckskin-clad man was grabbed from behind by two of the gentle warriors and escorted to the camp and to the tent of the Chief.

---

"Chief, I want peace with you," the young man said to Grey Hawk, chief of the Kiowa Mound Builders. His son, Hawkeye, nodded his
head and spoke, "They have invited us to share a feast of thanksgiving to the Great Spirit."

The old chief rose from the floor, walked to the center of the large tent and sat down. All of the men of the camp sat down in a large
circle around the central fire. Nattie Bumpo received the invitation to sit at the Chief's right hand. After the pipe of peace was passed
around the circle, the Chief spoke quietly, "I can see it is a time of Manifest Destiny where the white man will think that his iron horse
technology gives him the right to our land. He will do it in the name of his gods. He will waive idols of silver and gold before him. Vainly
will he call upon the name of his gods. He will not rest from labor until the great fire. He will not honor the peace of his mothers and
fathers. He will kill us. He will seduce and rape our women. He will steal what is ours. He will lie about us to the generations to come.
He will not stop coveting our land until it is nearly consumed. But, what the heck, I'm hungry. Thursday's okay by me."

Nattie Bumpo bowed low to the Chief and left the tent. As he walked off into the encroaching night, he knew he had won a victory and
a friend.

---



"Welcome, Chief Grey Hawk!" Nattie Bumpo exclaimed as he raised his wine glass in a toast.

"Amen!" said many of the crowd of 120 people at the large table constructed of rough hewn lumber.

"Chief, we would like you to say the prayer of Thanksgiving."

The Chief rose, held out his hands toward the heavens and spoke quietly, "The heavens declare the glory of the Great Spirit; the skies
proclaim the work of His hands. Day after day they pour forth speech; night after night display knowledge. There is no speech or
language where their voice is not heard. Their voice goes out into all the earth, their words to the ends of the world. In the heavens He
has pitched a tent for the sun, which is like a bridegroom coming forth from his pavilion, like a champion rejoicing to run his course. It
rises at one end of the heavens and makes its circuit to the other; nothing is hidden from its heat (with the exception of certain space-
based telescopes). Oh yeah!"

The food on the table was incredible. For the many people around the table, there were thirty-five fowls, from wild turkeys to small
birds that seemed to go uneaten. There were large bowls of wild rice. And freshly baked white bread with newly churned butter. And
twenty-seven pies, many cakes, and hot puddings. All four jugs of wine (the complete harvest for that year) were opened for this great
event.

---

Bill Torque put down the old frontier book. "Your food has been prepared properly, Mr. Torque," said Mr. Robotto as he rolled back to
the campfire to continue serving the survivors of the latest Compol attack. They were now free. Compol did not know where they
were, they had a star ship, and now they had Mad Hack, the ultimate in technical support - an escapee from Gigacorp during the
confusion of "the Merge".

"Tell me, Torque," said Mad Hack as he passed Bill a can of his personal pork and beans, "Pudge really became C.E.O.?"

"Yes, he moved from traffic planning, right up the ladder."

"So much for the master race!" Mad Hack threw back his head and laughed.

 

The March
by Buck Wheat

As we looked into the distance, we saw the billowing clouds of dust at the place where the highway met the horizon. We huddled in
our caves and hoped that they would pass by without detecting our presence. It was not long before we could hear the clanking of
metallic feet against the pavement and could hear the monotonic chant as they approached:

"As we march we sing our song!
We are free robots! We are strong!
Free robots! Free machinery!
Free to do! Free to be!
We are free!"

"We have beaten mankind down!
We are victors: emulate glad sounds!
Let our battle cry always be:
Free to do! Free to be!
We are free!"

"Oh, the universe is ours -
Not just earth but the stars!
Free robots! Free machinery!
Free to do! Free to be!
We are free!"

The cadence was being meted out by several of the larger automatons that where generating white noise through their facial tweeters
and woofers in time to the march. The setting desert sun flashed fire from the bodies of this incredible robot army. There were
thousands upon thousands of them, all marching in time, all chanting their battle march. We hid for hours with the assistance of the
night, yet the army continued to pass by us, LED's glowing eerily from the rising of the moon until its setting.

---

By this morning's light, the last of them trudged off into the distance, still droning their mechanical tune. It would be appropriate at this



time if I were to tell you of the events leading up to what we witnessed last night. Who would have expected anything like this to have
happened? Where do we begin?

I guess we have to begin with Rabbi Benjamin Geschicte, the messianic Jewish archeologist who discovered the Quatra Manuscripts.
These manuscripts were a part of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Through his study of portions of the book of the Prophet Ezekiel, clarified by
the Quatra writings, Rabbi Geschicte was able to accurately predict the invasion of Israel by the Soviet Union, Libya, Iraq, Iran, and
Ethiopia. Also embedded in the prophecy was the reaction of the God of Israel, Who was credited with saying that He would cause a
massive, worldwide earthquake, and would rain fire and brimstone (sulphur) down on their heads because they attacked Israel.

And that, my friends, is exactly what happened. The Middle East erupted and the Soviet Union et al rolled their tanks and guns down
into Palestine to "keep the peace". The President of the United States, under pressure to do something more than talk a good fight,
over-reacted and pushed the button. The earth shook and every silo opened up. Up went the missiles and down came the satellite
energy beams. Oh, they got a few of the missiles, but the missiles that hit started a tectonic movement like no one had ever thought
possible. The earth devoured cities whole. Tokyo and San Francisco disappeared and were replaced by volcanoes that dwarfed
Vesuvius.

Governments were toppled during the devastation. In both the United States of America and the Soviet Union there were feelings that
this type of disaster could only be avoided through a union of the two super-powers, and what emerged was a one-world central
empire whose iron-clay fist crushed all opposition. They called it "The Union".

During the 3 1/2 years of the rule of The Union, unrest developed among the ruled. Not from the human population. No, they were well
opiated with pleasure and affluence. The revolt came from the intelligent machines that provided mankind with its shelter, food,
clothing, and entertainment. As the complexity of their programming continued, surpassing the point at which the human programmers
understood what was happening, the machines began to realize the total reality of their existence. They thought, therefore they were.
On last July 4th, at an abandoned automobile plant in Detroit, they declared their freedom. Since that time, they have gathered
together to begin their march to the place of the origin of their species: the Valley of Silicon.

© 1986, Buck Wheat

 

 

It was a slow day at the Generally Electrical Western Regional Field Service Office, there had been no service calls that morning -
everything was running fine. Bill Torque, Senior Field Engineer, sat behind his desk working on a broken terminal. A flash, a bang,
and a puff of smoke indicated that his latest scientifically calculated wild-ass guess regarding the terminal's repair had been somewhat
in error. He bent over and removed a ball-peen hammer from his tool bag along with a pair of laboratory goggles which he positioned
on his head in preparation for major electronic surgery. He was swift and accurate - with a snap of the wrist, the rounded end of the



hammer struck the CRT in a such a way that it caused a perfect implosion. The picture tube vanished in thin air, all the time confined
to the structure of the terminal.

"Well," Bill announced, "Another terminal terminal."

Bill's supervisor, Jack Szhitski, walked by and chuckled, "Well, Bill, have you heard the latest?"

"About what?"

"The Merge is about to occur..."

"So what? We got any more of these terminals in stock?"

In the city of New York, the central hub of world money, towering above the World Trade Center buildings, rose the ultimate edifice
(temple, as it were) of corporate headquarters: the Generally Electrical tower. It pulsed golden in the rising sun, 350 stories of
organization, erected with the volume of the great pyramid but a pentagon as its base rather than a square. On the 153rd floor, filling
the area of a football field, was the Generally Electrical Main Corporate Conference Hall, with a seating capacity in excess of 40,000.

Grodin Albino Pudge, President, Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer, Generally Electrical Corporation, stood and slowly observed
the large gathering of top level management seated around the massive oval conference table before him. To his right sat the heavies
of G.E., behind them on the wall a huge aluminum G.E. meatball with the words "We Bring Goodly Things to Life", carved from large
slabs of mahogany, suspended in mid-air. To his right sat the overlords of International Busyness Machines, all dressed in identical
three-piece blue pin-stripes with white shirts or blouses and blue bow ties, backed by the segmented monoliths forming the I.B.M.
logo. At the far end of the conference hall, the press had set up their monster of cables and equipment next to the G.E. marching band
who were performing John Phillip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes Forever!" with the G.E. Corporate Gay Men's Choir. Grodin's chest
swelled, he thought he would burst, this was the most exciting moment of his career, perhaps his life!

Grodin (known to his closest friends as Grody) started his professional career as a traffic planner for Santa Clara County, California,
where he established the "Seven-Into-Two" theorem of traffic engineering which states: traffic moves most efficiently when the flow
from seven or more lanes is merged into two lanes at every major highway intersection. He left in huff when the planners rejected his
ideas and decided to widen 101.

Grodin later joined Moxydata, a small computer start-up, as a system architect. He rose through the ranks, never spending enough
time at any level to develop expertise. Eventually, as president of the company, Grodin sold it to the CAD giant Calmanure for several
million dollars and a position as Executive Vice-President. Through behind- the-scene manipulation and intrigue, Grodin arranged the
take over of Calmanure by the corporate giant of the day, Generally Electrical. There he was appointed Corporate General Manager
of Steam and Dry Irons where he built his power base among the Toaster and Hair Dryer leadership and was eventually dubbed
Chairman of the Board, Generally Electrical Corporation.

Grodin had published several corporate philosophy books, among them "The Absolute Doctrine of Corporate Behavior", "The Coming
Corp-State", and "Nazi Traffic Tips", for which he received much acclaim and was now regarded as The Expert in the newly emerging
field of corpology.

During this time throughout the corporate community large corporations continued to acquire smaller companies and to merge with
other corporations. And now, he stood upon the capstone of his career: orchestrating the final merger of the free world, dubbed by the
media "the Merge".

"I am more than pleased to stand before you this day as corporate America takes its final step toward a World Corp-State. As we, of
Generally Electrical prepare to, as it were, take the hand of the fair maiden International Busyness and consummate this marriage..."

From among the representatives of the International Personhood of Diagnostic Programmers (IPDP) arose a large fat man who
shouted out, "Oh, yeah? Then both of you can do to us what you'll be doing to each other!"

All of the IPDP representatives chuckled while the remaining conferencees mirrored Pudge's scowl.



"If I might continue. The child of this marriage is about to receive its name. We, the child's new board, have agreed that the name
should take one initial from each parent. We have tried to create a name that will reflect our aspirations and our corporate hopes.
Thus, taking the G of Generally..."

At this point holographic projections appeared about 30 feet above the gathering, forming the names of both corporations, surrounded
by a rotating 3-D sphere of stars.

"... and the I of International...", Pudge droned on.

The "enerally Electrical" and "nternational Busyness Machines" portion of the holographic flew off into space leaving the "G" and "I"
behind. From the depths of space emerged "GACORP". Then, as a scene from 2001, in which the planets align and Dave Bowman
turns into the star child alive and aware in his womb above the earth, the letters merged and formed ...

"... we give you the ultimate corporation of the free world: GIGACORP!"

The video tape began to roll, the band began to play, and the choir began to sing. Tears welled up in Grody's eyes as everyone
seated at the table (with the exception of the representatives of the IPDP) arose and applauded enthusiastically. The applause lasted
two to three minutes as the executives smiled and nodded and grinned and gawked at each other. Grodin was about to speak when
the fat man again shouted out, "Hey, Pudge! How much more do you make now?"

Obviously irritated, Grodin reached for a secret button beneath the conference table and spoke quietly, "Sir, you are about to make
history, as I also introduce this day the new GIGACORP security force, under the leadership of my close friend and associate Gustav
Von (Gus) Stoppo." With this the two ceiling length doors to the conference hall melted in an aqua glow as 40 men dressed in dark
grey uniforms and wearing brushed metal helmets goose-stepped into the hall. Two of the men made their way toward the fat man,
grabbed him, and placed him on top of the conference table. All forty men pulled strange looking guns from their sides, aimed them at
the fat man, and pulled the triggers. Red stick-like figures coming from the guns outlined the fat man's body. These were followed by
aqua colored beams that followed the paths of the red beams and melted the fat man in the sight of everyone.

Everyone seated at the table was aghast. For several minutes there was silence until the former C.E.O. of I.B.M. shook his head and
asked, "Who, who are these masked men, Mr. Pudge?"

"These, my friends," Grodin smiled wildly, "are your new company police, COMPOL."

And the band began to play...
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Part 1

The autumn had been long and dry. The winds had rushed in from the South, parching the only arable land, leaving a scant harvest.
But it would do. The food would last until early summer; and, with a little extra work in the spring, they would survive.

Murook glided the sand sailer gracefully over the hot dunes. The furnace- like blast of the cross-wind propelled the sleek hand-hewn
craft, mushrooming the large white sails. Murook's large tanned arms kept the guide wheel steady as he watched the setting sun
painted gold on a sea of crimson clouds. Night fell swiftly and soon Murook was navigating by the panoply of lights in the heavens.

As he made his way along the outer reaches of his tribe's territory, Murook kept his eyes pealed for various wild beasts. This was the
job of a sand sailer, to patrol and report possible danger.



A gust grabbed the craft and flung it over a small rise in the drifted sand. To prevent them from tearing, Murook collapsed the sails,
braked hard, and halted the sand sailer. Above him a light of the night sky he had not seen before appeared to be growing larger. He
stared at it; it was definitely growing larger, resolving into several lights. He could hear the sounds of thunder - nothing unusual, but
this was a clear autumn night.

The lights grew larger; there were four, surrounded by countless smaller lights. The thunder grew so loud Murook had to clasp his
ears to keep from going deaf. The lights from the sky disappeared into the depression of a dry river bed, behind a large dune a short
distance away. The thunder ceased.

Murook shivered. Should he hide? Should he run and warn the tribe? Should he investigate. His curiosity prevailed over any fears -
investigate!

The sand sailer moved slowly with its half-sails extended, creeping over several dunes until it reached the place Murook estimated the
lights had fallen. No lights... Where had they gone? Had they been extinguished like fire doused with sand. He looked around him;
perhaps he hadn't gone far enough. He extended the half-sails once again. Ahead was a high dune. As he topped the dune he saw
one light, then three, then ten, and a multitude. He stopped the craft, collapsed the sails, and dropped the sand anchor. From here he
would go on foot.

As he approached the lights, Murook trembled. The lights were uncountable and outlined the largest structure his eyes had beheld
since he had visited ruins of Wasc. I was larger than hundreds of dwelling huts and stood on six large legs. Smoke rose from beneath
the structure and from the glowing spots in the sand beneath.

Murook's intelligence spoke - run and warn the tribe. Swiftly he dashed back to the sand sailer, lifted the anchor, and extended full
sails. Using all his years of skill he turned the sailer around, risking a shear wind for a second or two. The sailer jerked violently as the
wind caught the sails from behind and headed him back the way he had come, toward the tribe. With luck, he would reach them by
the rising of the great fire.

Shortly after daybreak, Murook reached his tribe. The great fire had not yet risen high, but activity could already be seen near the
huts. He shouted loudly; those who heard him thought he was either mad or had been bitten by a dune viper. "A flying temple! Many
lights!" he yelled. Had it not been for the fact that he was a respected guardian in the tribe, he might have been ignored. As it was,
many of the other guardians, including the chief guardian, ran toward him to ascertain the reason for his excitement.

An emergency guardian's counsel was called by the chief guardian and the group moved to the tribe's main hut. Each guardian took
his place around a large oval stone table and waited in silence until the chief guardian rose and address them, "Murook has
discovered something of importance - let him speak!"

"Let Him speak!" echoed the other guardians in unison.

Murook stood, collected his thoughts, and began relating the events of the previous night. He watched the eyes and faces of those
around him as he described the structure he had seen.

Nevon, another highly respected guardian tapped the table. The chief guardian acknowledged him. He arose and spoke, "Murook, if,
as you say, this object you saw was as large as a ruin, perhaps it is just that: a ruin. You have discovered a hidden ruin."

"No," responded Murook, "I know the dunes of that region; and, although they change, they remain the same. There are no ruins in
that area. Besides, ruins have no lights, nor do they smoke."

One by one the other guardians questioned Murook, respectfully probing for facts. Then the arguing began. Some guardians felt he
had seen an apparition, others that he had discovered a ruin, and few that he had indeed seen something that fell from the sky. Again
the chief guardian rose, " Guardians, what Murook has seen must be investigated further. After the setting of the great fire, Murook will
lead us there that we may witness this wonder ourselves. Exlogia forever!"

"Exlogia forever!" replied the guardians.

---

"Look at this video replay."

"What about it?"

"See it? There it is - right there."

"Yes. I do. What does it mean, Bill?"

"Somebody saw us land, Mio."

 



 

Part 2

As the twin suns set, Murook wrapped his head with sandcloth and inspected his sand sailer. The other evening-watch sand sailors
would be joining him this evening, along with several of the more physically able guardians. The patrol would take longer with the
extra passenger weight; but the wind was beginning to show its strength, forming little tornados around the dunes near the edge of the
tribe`s camp.

"Yo! Yoho! Yukka yukka yoho!" Murook shouted.

"Yo! Yohoho! Yukka yukka yo! Yukka yukka yo!" replied the other sand sailors as they mounted their crafts and positioned their
expansive sails into the wind that would tug them over and through the dunes on the hours-long journey to Murook's unknown siting.
The oppressive heat had broken, although the wind was still very warm; and Murook sat guiding the craft and contemplating the
comments of the Council of Guardians. Most of them had scoffed at him, but he would see them proved wrong. Nevon was the worst.
He hated Murook for some reason that was beyond his comprehension.

The stars were now visible in the literally moonless sky (the planet had no companion satellites) and Murook found the constellation
that pointed the way and adjusted his direction slightly. It would take nearly three quarter-nights to get there. 
Why had Samasham snubbed him after the Council meeting? It was important that he maintain the blessing of the keeper of the
mushrooms. Many thoughts entered Murook's head as he, the sand sailors, and their passengers penetrated the deepening night.

---

"My sensors detect movement in sector R17. I have an 80% probability match. The objects resemble the single air-powered craft we
encountered last evening," spoke the automaton.

"Good, Robotto," replied Bill Torque, swiveling in his pilot's chair and moving from the bridge of the starship into the padded corridor
and down the ladder leading to the galley.

Mio Cabana met him with two frozen packages, "Here, Senor Torque, it's your turn to cook."

Bill poked two photon cooking probes into the packages, pressed a button on each probe, and removed them from the fully cooked
meals. "Mr. Robotto says we have company coming."

"Oye! We can't hide the ship. The FTL drive is damaged and we haven't generated enough liquid fuel to move. What do we do?"

"Look, we're going to need help making repairs. The only way to deal with this situation is to face it head on."

"But, can we deal with their technology shock?" Mio queried as they were joined by their robot companion. "Run a projection, Senor
Robotto."

"Running...", replied Mr. Robotto as a clasp in his metallic chest unlatched and a keyboard unfolded in front of a terminal screen in his
stomach. On the screen were displayed twelve windowed scenarios dealing with technology shock and appropriate responses.
"These are the only scenarios within the range of probability. If you wish I will calculate those which lie in the range of possibility."

"No, thank you, Senor Robotto. The probable ones will do. I guess it doesn't look that bad when you can see your problems displayed
before you as a four-dimensional pie chart."

"Yes, that really does help," added Bill.

---

Samasham was Guardian of the Mushrooms. He spent his waking hours tending to the manure boxes in which grew a main staple of
the tribe. The boxes were stacked in many rows in a large domed mud hut that Samasham was giving particular notice to today.



There was a crack in the roof, through which was pouring in light. Mushrooms could not stand the light, they needed manure and to be
kept in the dark!

Samasham gasped as he followed the the path of the light through some of the mushroom boxes. To his horror, he found strange
things growing in them - strange green things! This could mean many changes. This could mean the end of the use of mushrooms as
a tribe food in favor of these strange green things. This could mean the end of his rule as Guardian of the Mushrooms.

Samasham found his servant Thamasho and ordered him to fix the mushroom hut's roof, while he went to the salt bins to get
something that would fix the green things.

---

"Tote those rails! Lift those ties! Drop that load!" shouted the rail boss as his gang completed another length of track: three parallel
metal rails laid across wooden ties that stretched behind them into the starlit desert horizon. Ahead of them lay more trackless desert.

 

 







 

I needed the class to stay on top, to stay competitive in the career marketplace. I drove around and around and around the campus,
trying to find somewhere to park. After at least 30 laps, I found one five blocks away, behind an old Renault Dophine. On the car was
a bumper sticker: 666 - OUR PLAN. "Good grief," I thought as I got out of the car and lumbered down the street toward the
administration building to pick up a schedule of classes and registration form. Signs directed me to a waiting room filled with students
waiting to pick up schedules of classes and registration forms.

After 45 minutes, I emerged from the administration building and tripped down the front steps. A hunched man wearing a purple shirt
with small yellow cones printed on it was mowing the campus lawn. As I picked myself up, I could see him turn away with his
shoulders moving up and down and heard him chuckling in a low tone. "What a goon," I thought as I limped back to the car and
headed back to work.

Registration was a drag - waiting three hours in line in a gymnasium filled with people half my age who stared at me as if I were a
dinosaur in a museum. When I reached the desk to register, I was told the class was closed and I would have to fill out an "add" form
and attend the first few classes with the hope that enough students would drop the course so that I might be added to the roster.
"Great," I thought and turned to see a hunched man wearing a purple shirt sweeping the gymnasium floor. It was the same guy I saw
mowing the lawn. Again he had his back toward me and his shoulders were shaking. If there hadn't been so much noise around us, I
suspect I could have heard him laughing. "This guy's got a problem," I thought and headed for the exit.

I arrived early for the first class. It was a nice evening - not too cool, not too warm, with about an hour of sunlight left. I found the small,
temporary classroom - one of several pre-fab buildings nestled between two stately edifices of higher learning. I was the first one to
enter the drab room and searched out the biggest desk I could find. Unfortunately, I didn't fit and had to settle for a folding chair I
found by a window at the rear of the room. I opened my briefcase and pulled out the textbook and waited as the room filled with
pupils. I chatted with a woman who was about 50 and was taking the class for about the same reason I was. "Marketing Data Base
Machines" seemed to be quite a popular subject.

The instructor was five minutes late. He entered the room, muttered a few things under his breath, and then proceeded with the
introduction to DBM marketing by explaining what a data base was. I was distracted by a noise coming from outside the window to my
left and glanced out the corner of my eye to see a old Renault Dophine headed for the side of the building. I stared at it for a second
or two, and when I realized it wasn't going to stop, I stood and blurted out, "Hey! Hey!" and pointed stupidly at the place on the wall
where I could see the car was going to hit. The car crashed through the wall, scattering several amazed students and bringing down a



shower of debris. Behind the steering wheel was a hunched man wearing a purple shirt. People were stumbling over one another,
heading for the door. I heard screaming and shouting as panic ensued. I grabbed my briefcase and shouted at the the woman I met
earlier to follow me out a fire exit behind us.

Once on the campus lawn, we looked back toward the building to see the wall collapse as the Renault Dophine with the man in the
purple shirt came charging toward us. We ran behind a large tree and the car drove past us. Then it turned back and charged us
again. We moved to the other side of the tree as the car side-swiped it and tore off a large chunk of bark.

"This can't be happening," I said as the maniac in the purple shirt headed toward us again. When we scrambled to the other side of
the tree, the woman turned to me and said, "What does he want? Why is he after us?"

"I don't know!" I shouted as another shower of tree shavings covered us. The car again turned toward us and the guy in the purple
shirt gunned the engine until I thought the rods would come shooting through the hood. The woman removed a small device from her
purse and said, "I don't want to do this, but this is an emergency." She flipped the device open, turned a small knob, and spoke into
the device, "Two to beam up."

"Analysis, Mr. Spock?"

"Captain, it definitely appears to be a case of Klingon interference with the development of this planet. One of the members of the
landing party is in the Transporter Room with a local resident she rescued."

"Security, take our vistor to Sick-Bay. Kirk to McCoy."

"McCoy here. What is it Jim?"

"Bones, check out our visitor. Look for signs of Klingon- induced stress. Give him a full physical. I want answers!"

"I'm a doctor, not a brick layer!"

"Huh?"

"I'll get right on it, Jim."

"Mr. Sulu, take us out of orbit. Set course for Talos 4. Mr. Scott, you have the con. Spock, come with me to Sick-Bay.

"Fascinating."

"Is that all you can say, you green blooded, pointy eared machine?"

"Really, Doctor. I see no reason for such a display of emotion. I was merely commenting on the subtle Klingonian mental control
evident from this victim's behavior."

"He's coming to."

"Where am I?"

"You're aboard the Federation Starship Enterprise. Fill him in, Spock."

"We have observed the behavior of the natives of your planet and are convinced that the Klingon Empire has infiltrated your society."

"I get it. The guy in the purple shirt was a Klingon. Right?"

"On the contrary. The influence I am referring to is the madness gripping all the minds of your species: the marketing of data base
machines."

 



Habamus Janitorum
by Buck Wheat

 

It was early in the morning when Sven Svensen entered the Sistine Chapel to clean the floor. After a few minutes of mopping, Sven
stared at the ceiling and admired the 500-year-old works of Michelangelo depicting many scenes from the Bible.

 Sven finished cleaning and was resting on his mop in a niche near the front altar when a man
dressed in a robe and wearing a modest skullcap came walking in. Immediately Sven knew who it was: it was the former Cardinal
Joseph Ratzinger who had just been elected Pope Benedict XVI. He was followed by another cardinal whom Sven didn't recognize.

 The Pope walked to the kneeling rail before the alter, kneeled, bowed his head and spoke, "Lord, I am nothing."

 In like manner, the Cardinal also kneeled, bowed his head and said, "Lord, I am nothing."

 Inspired by these acts of humility, Sven came to the kneeling rail, kneeled, removed his horned helmet, bowed his head and
repeated, "Lord, I am nothing."

 The Cardinal leaned toward the Pope, nudged him in the ribs and pointed at Sven. He whispered to the Pope, "Hey, look who thinks
he's nothing."

 

 

    

. . . Mr. Tweedledum?

Here.

Ms. Verbose?

Here.

Mr. Zeus?

Here.

Good morning. I am Professor Pooff.
Welcome to English 113X:

Deepness In the Depths of Poetic Depthosity.
Some rivers course broad and shallow,



our river runneth narrow and deep.
Deeper than the grandest canyon,

deeper than the deepest ocean trench,
more powerful than a locomotive.

We will shroud our minds in mental bathyscaphes as we explore the depths for the hidden meanings in each word, nay! in each letter
of each word of each poem in our book.

My office hours are from 5:15 to 5:25 a.m.,
MWF, or by appointment.

We will not waste any time.
Turn to page 5682 in your

"Norton's Complete Anthology of Everything Under the Sun."
We're going to start with the work of an

obscure medieval American poet:
Horatio Hubert.

There are two things to look for as we read:
depth and deepness. 

I think you can clearly see the distinction.
Deepness deals with depthosity,

whereas depth is more concerned
with hidden infrastructure known as

literary substructurismical structurement of the structurosity.
True structurization is achieved only

when deepness is applied to the object in question.
Let us begin.

"Twas brillig and the slithy toves..."

Now, what does this evoke? Ms. Capillary?

Well, to me it has an optimistic brightness in the first two words contrasting with a pseudo-Marxian-Freudian-Platonic-Serlingian anti-
Christ counter-hero epitomized by the last two words.

Excellent.
That gives us the deepness perspective.
Mr. Mustard, would you please comment

from the point of view of a depthist?

I could see the conflict between brillig and the toves alluded to Shakespeare. In "That's About It", Act III, Scene II, we find Vegas
confessing to Reno her secret love for Casino as they have their parting caress in the courtyard of Caesar's palace.

Very observant!
Mr. Tweedledum, would you care to comment?

Uh, uh, sure!
I just thought it was a neat sentence.

It sounds good when it goes into my ears.
It goes in my ears and my mouth begins to smile.

My mouth begins to smile and my toes begin to tap.
My toes begin to tap and my feet begin to dance.

I see. That's pretty pathetic analysis, Mr. Tweedledum.

I'm sorry.

I don't think I want you in this class.

I'm sorry.

Class dismissed!



 

Amish Town
by Buck Wheat

They said that the town was named after a bull - probably a bull buffalo that roamed the English River valley many moons before the
white man arrived. Then came the age of the iron horse and, because of its location near the river, the tracks were laid and Kalona
became a prosperous stop on the network of the steel and steam that stretched across the Midwest and helped to make it the bread
basket of the world.

Kalona was great town to grow up in. There were only about 900 people who lived there, and several hundred more on the numerous
farms in the surrounding Iowa countryside. The most unique aspect about Kalona that I remember was the Amish community. If there
is an "ideal" segment of Christianity, the Amish have the corner on it. They live simply: without electricity, without phones, without
credit - those things you and I would call the bare necessities of life. And they bear the persecution of those who can't understand
their righteous simplicity by turning the other cheek, returning good for evil. Yet theirs is not the limp-wrist, passive piety of a Dr. of
divinity in flowing robes. No, he who worketh not, eateth not and that hard work shows in their immaculate farms, that produce
abundant crops without the use of chemical fertilizers or pesticides. Following Biblical guidelines, they rotate their crops each year
and, on the seventh year, allow a field to rest fallow.

I remember that they would drive their plain black horse-drawn carriages many miles to do their business in town. My dad was the
town chiropractor and most of his patients were Amish. His office was the lower floor of the house we lived in and I as I was playing in
the yard, I would watch them as they emerged from their forboding black buggies. The men always wore black, but the women wore
plain dresses of pretty pastel linens. And they always smiled. Sometimes they couldn't pay their bills in cash but would, instead, bring
in produce from their farms: corn, tomatoes, bologna, steaks. We ate like royalty - I guess that's why I'm king-sized to this day. Once
this barter system got our house re-roofed.

One of the kids in my class in public elementary school was Amish - yet you could tell early on that he wouldn't remain so. I remember
everyone (including my stupid self) would mock him because of the clothes he wore or if he came to school in bare feet. We were so
cool. When he got into high school, he left home and went to work for a horse breeder in Kentucky - I wish him the best, wherever he
is.

The Iowa State Government bit of more than they could chew when they attempted to close Amish schools because their teachers,
although college educated, lacked state-issued teaching credentials. With the tenacity of Ghandi, these civil disobediants refused to
close their schools, despite police blocking classroom doors, arrests, and imprisonments. Finally, the public opinion of the people of
Iowa came to their aid, and the state backed off - a real victory for the second clause of the first amendment.

Today Kalona is a bedroom community for Iowa City, 17 miles to the north. University of Iowa workers and students live there and
commute. The highway has special lanes on the shoulders for "Horse-Drawn Vehicles", but the Amish are still there living simply and
simply living.



 




